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INTRODUCTION

As a fund manager, we like to talk about the stocks we hold: what the 
companies do, why they look attractive and how they fit with our 
investment philosophy. 
As such, stock picking is key to our investment philosophy. Outperforming over the long term, however, does not solely 

depend on the stocks you pick. It also depends on how you weight those stocks in your portfolio. 

While there are many ways to construct a portfolio, our preferred method is to weight stocks so that those we think 

have lower downside risk, both in absolute terms and relative to the potential upside, have a higher weight. The rest  

of this paper explains why we choose to do this: exploring some theoretical underpinnings in the Kelly Criterion; 

explaining how it might apply to portfolios; some practical limitations in the real world and how we use this approach  

in the Allan Gray Australia Funds. 

OUTPERFORMANCE  
REQUIRES MORE THAN  
GOOD STOCK PICKING
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LESSONS FROM A COIN TOSS

SUPPOSE WE PLAY A GAME IN WHICH WE TOSS A FAIR COIN (50% 
CHANCE OF HEADS OR TAILS) ONCE A MONTH FOR TWENTY YEARS;  
A TOTAL OF 240 COIN TOSSES. 

We start with $100 in the bank and, for each coin toss, we are allowed to bet as much of our current pool of funds  

as we would like. 

For every $1 we bet, if the coin toss comes up heads, we win exactly the amount we staked as profit, so we end up  

with $2 in total. If the coin toss comes up tails, we lose half of our stake and would end up with 50 cents. 

Sounds like a pretty good game to play, doesn’t it? Even odds of winning and losing, but the amount you win 

is double the amount you lose. So why not bet everything you’ve got? After all, on average, for each dollar  

you bet, you will end up with $1.25 (there is a 50% chance of winning $1, and a 50% chance of losing 50c).  

So the more you bet, the better, right?

If things go your way and a lot of heads come up you could end up as rich as Warren Buffett. Indeed, there is around  

a 3% chance that your initial $100 will be worth more than $100 billion after twenty years! 

Unfortunately, if there are a lot of tails in the series of coin tosses, this strategy fares badly. In fact, there is about a one-

in-three chance that you will have less than $1 left after twenty years, and a greater than 50% chance you will end up 

with no more than the $100 you started with. Suddenly, betting the farm on every coin toss seems pretty risky. It turns 

out that the average return is distorted by a small minority of outliers.

What about the other extreme? If you bet zero on each coin toss, you will definitely end up with $100 at the end  

of twenty years. That’s a good way to limit the downside, but $100 might only buy a couple of decent hamburgers  

in twenty years – probably not a sensible retirement strategy.

THERE MUST BE A MIDDLE GROUND  
– A WAY TO GIVE YOURSELF THE BEST 

CHANCE OF MAKING SIGNIFICANT RETURNS 
ON YOUR CAPITAL WHILE MINIMISING  

THE CHANCE OF FINANCIAL RUIN
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THE KELLY CRITERION

IT WAS AMERICAN PHYSICIST JOHN KELLY WHO FIGURED OUT THE 
OPTIMAL STRATEGY FOR THE COIN TOSS SCENARIO, AS WELL AS FAR 
MORE COMPLICATED EXAMPLES, IN THE 1950S. 

His work established the so-called ‘Kelly Criterion’, which describes the size of the stake that maximises the expected 

geometric growth rate of your wealth over time or, equivalently, the amount of money you will have at the end of a 

given period.

In the case of the coin toss game, the optimal stake at each toss of the coin is exactly half of what is in your wallet. 

Following this strategy, the chance that you will end up with less than the $100 you started with is only 0.4%, 

compared to the one-in-two chance with the all-in strategy. There is a greater than 50% chance of amassing more 

than $100 million at the end of twenty years, and an 11% chance of amassing more than $100 billion! Position sizing 

changes the payoff profile dramatically.

What you sacrifice is the tail-end chance of earning astronomic returns (trillions and higher) with a run of extreme luck 

in the all-in strategy, but most people would regard the range of possible outcomes as very attractive. We simulated 

playing this game a million times, with stakes of 20%, 50% and 100% of our wallet at each stage. You can see the  

results in the table below:

While it will not always be true that allocating a 50% stake gives the 

best outcome, in our simulation this allocation gave a better outcome 

than placing a 20% stake roughly 95% of the time, and a better 

outcome than placing a 100% stake over 99% of the time.1 

One striking aspect about following the Kelly criterion is that it leads to 

concentrated bets. In the above game, a 50/50 bet where you lose half 

your stake if you are wrong, but win the entire amount you stake if 

you are right, dictates betting 50% of your wallet on each bet. To take 

another example, for an even money bet (which will return exactly 

the amount you staked as profit if you win, but will cause you to lose 

the full amount staked if you lose), and where the odds of success are 

60%, the Kelly criterion suggests betting 20% of your wallet. 

For those who appreciate the detail, you can see how we come to that conclusion using the formula in the box below2, 

which relates the fraction (F) of your wallet you should invest in any one iteration of the game. 

1 For some of the details behind this simulation, see this article from the CFA Institute.

2 Kelly, Jr J. L. A New Interpretation of Information Rate in the Bell System Technical Journal, July 1956 at page 917.

If you would like further detail on this formula, please contact us and we would be happy to discuss it in greater detail.

Range of outcomes

Final wealth 20% stake 50% stake 100% stake

<= $1 0.00% 0.02% 32.55%

$1 to $10 0.00% 0.10% 9.76%

$10 to $100 0.00% 0.29% 10.27%

$100 to $1k 0.07% 0.79% 5.11%

$1k to $10k 1.58% 2.86% 9.79%

$10k to $100k 11.95% 4.69% 4.49%

$100k to $1m 33.84% 7.86% 7.99%

$1m to $10m 35.96% 15.95% 6.48%

$10m to $100m 14.33% 14.89% 2.60%

$100m to $1b 2.15% 15.24% 4.11%

$1b to $10b 0.11% 17.26% 2.80%

$10b to $100b 0.00% 9.08% 1.00%

> $100b 0.00% 10.97% 3.06%
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F = p  a – q 
b 

, where:

  p is the probability that the investment increases in value

  q (= 1-p) is the probability that the investment decreases in value

  a is the proportion of the investment that is lost in a negative outcome

  b is the proportion that is gained in a positive outcome

In the case of the coin-tossing game: 

  p = q = 0.5, a = 0.5, b = 1. 
  So F =       –  
  F = 0.5.

In the case of an even money bet where the odds of success are 60%: 

  p = 0.6
  q = 1 – 0.6 = 0.4
  a = b = 1 
  So F =      – 
  F = 0.2.
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APPLYING THE KELLY CRITERION  
TO AN INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO

IF WE THINK THROUGH THE LENS OF THE KELLY CRITERION,  
THE PROCESS OF A FUND MANAGER SELECTING STOCKS TO INVEST  
IN IS VERY SIMILAR TO PLAYING A SUCCESSION OF GAMES LIKE THOSE  
IN THE EXAMPLE

When fund managers think about how to construct a portfolio, they can choose a number of different ways to size their 

positions. Some of these include: 

OPTION 1
Considering a trade-off between expected returns and the variance (or volatility) of the stock price. This is 

standard Markowitz modern portfolio theory. This theory has been popular in academic literature for the past 

several decades, but is arguably less useful (and less used) in practice.

OPTION 2
Buying more of the stocks where they think the stock has greater upside. Seems logical – investing more in the 

ideas you think will win big.

OPTION 3
Buying more of the stocks where they think the downside is low, both in absolute terms and relative to the upside.

AT ALLAN GRAY, WE TEND TO CONSTRUCT OUR PORTFOLIOS  
USING OPTION 3. 

This may seem counterintuitive. Why not use option 2 and weight more to the stocks that have greater upside potential? 

The Kelly Criterion shows us why that may not be optimal. If the downside is large (i.e. the ‘a’ in the formula is large), 

or the probability of that downside is large (i.e. the ‘q’ in the formula is large), then Kelly would suggest investing 

a small fraction of your capital (F), because repeating this across many stocks over many years would result in a 

suboptimal outcome. 

By using option 3, we essentially focus on the ‘a’, and how it relates to the ‘b’ (or how much we could lose relative to 

how much we could gain). If we think ‘a’ is small in both relative and absolute terms, we will consider allocating a larger 

weight. And knowing that even getting 60% of our calls correct is probably quite a good outcome, the ‘p’ and the ‘q’  

(or the probability that the investment increases or decreases in value) may be near equal.
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PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS  
AND GENERAL LESSONS

WHILE THIS IS ALL NICE IN THEORY, THE REAL WORLD IS MESSIER THAN 
THE IDEALISED EXAMPLE WE USE TO ILLUSTRATE THE KELLY CRITERION.

• You cannot place the identical trade successive times

• Many investments are made in parallel

• There are friction costs, such as trading fees and tax, that will eat into returns 

• The stocks we invest in can be correlated, which changes the portfolio’s risk profile 

• News flow can change the upside and downside potential continuously

• The opportunity to buy a stock at your ideal price may not last long enough to build your position

•  There may be self-imposed constraints that try to reduce some measure of risk, e.g. not having any 
individual stock be greater than a certain weight in the portfolio

•  It is usually not possible to precisely know the probability of success in advance.

But the theory does provide a few useful lessons:

For�example:

•  Consider having a more concentrated portfolio. Application of the Kelly criterion lends itself to larger 

weights than you might expect. This is not the way most fund managers behave; most are overly 

diversified, perhaps in part because incentive structures are not aligned to reward the potential volatility 

of such a strategy.

•  Sense-check position sizes. When viewing our portfolio, we always ask ourselves: have we got a greater 

weight in stocks that have a lower downside risk – both absolute and relative to upside – and, if not,  

what can we do about it? Restraint can be better than regret.

•  Hit rate (the number of stocks in a portfolio that outperform) isn’t everything. You can outperform with  

a low hit rate (providing the upside of each outperforming investment is large) and you can underperform 

with a high hit rate (if, for example, your position sizing does not work out).

In summary, maximising the chances of long-term outperformance depends on the position size, as well as the 

stocks that we pick. Our contrarian investment strategy helps us with stock selection, but the somewhat ‘hidden art’ 

of portfolio weighting contributes no less to how we perform in the long term.
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE

APPLYING THE KELLY CRITERION TO THE ALLAN GRAY AUSTRALIA FUNDS. 

As contrarian, long-term investors, we thrive by not following the crowd.
We search for value in stocks that we consider have been overlooked or undervalued by the broader market.  

Then we determine what could drive the company’s performance and hence its value over the next five or even ten 

years. The relationship between prospective return, risk, and the popularity of an investment can be counterintuitive 

to investor psychology. Ironically, it is the unpopular and uncomfortable that can make contrarian investing a 

rewarding strategy. Stocks that are unpopular, that make you feel uncomfortable, are usually priced accordingly;  

low prices offer greater potential upside as well as lower downside risk. 

Contrarian investing fits naturally with the Kelly Criterion principles. When we invest in stocks that we perceive 

to have been overlooked or undervalued, the price ought to be naturally lower. If we are right, this increases the 

probability of success (the ‘p’) and reduces the downside risk (i.e. decreases the ‘a’). 

Applying the Kelly Criterion in recent times has meant that our Allan Gray Australia Equity Fund portfolio has 

had its largest positions in Woodside Energy Group Limited, Newcrest Mining Limited and Alumina Limited (as at 

30/09/2022). In each case, we thought that, despite their direct exposure to volatile commodity prices, the downside 

was limited for these companies, given their long reserve lives and low costs of production. Moreover, underlying 

commodity prices, until recently, had not really been at a level to incentivise enough new supply. 

At the other end of the spectrum, we have also invested in companies such as Starpharma Holdings Limited, where 

we think the potential upside is large if one or more of their pharmaceutical innovations make it to market, but the 

downside is unprotected because, to date, this company has not had positive operating cashflows. As a result,  

we keep a small position.

LOW PRICES OFFER GREATER 
POTENTIAL UPSIDE AS WELL 
AS LOWER DOWNSIDE RISK
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To look a little further back in our recent past, in 2020, the Allan Gray Australia Equity Fund underperformed the  

market by 9.4%, but our ‘hit rate’ was quite good, with 53% of the stocks in the portfolio outperforming our benchmark 

(the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index). The problem was that we had relatively little (28% of the portfolio) invested  

in these stocks. This is mostly because we bought a number of them during the depths of the COVID-19 panic and  

the opportunity that presented to us was short-lived, which meant that we did not have time to build a large position. 

We also had too much weighting to some big underperformers, which dragged on performance. This highlights just 

how crucial it is to get position sizing right. 

While a useful example, one year is very short term and not reflective of our long-term investment approach. Over the 

16 years since inception of the Allan Gray Australia Equity Fund, our hit rate is a little better – with 62% of the stocks 

held outperforming, and also 62% of total capital allocated to winning stocks.

One of the benefits of the Allan Gray investment philosophy is our willingness to take a 

long-term view. We’re prepared to wait for the right opportunity to buy, and ready to wait 

(sometimes years) for our thesis to play out. While this may sound easy in theory, in reality it 

can be hard. Many investors either don’t have the patience, or have time constraints, and are 

unwilling or unable to wait. 

While an investment strategy following Kelly Criterion principles can give the best chance of having the most wealth 

in the long term, it can also be volatile at times. Fund managers and their clients may have to endure periods of 

underperformance while waiting for the strategy to deliver. There is no such thing as a free lunch, however, and this  

is the price we, and our investors, may pay for the opportunity of long-term outperformance.

PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE
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CONCLUSION

For an investment approach to add value,  
it must involve strategy or behaviour that  
is difficult to replicate, for example because 
it’s too complicated, or because it’s 
uncomfortable and investors are unwilling  
to stomach the accompanying volatility. 
To be successful, it’s vital to effectively increase the probability  
of success (the ‘p’) and reduce the downside (i.e. decrease the ‘a’). 
Buying stocks at lower prices relative to what they are worth is  
a solid starting point.

FOR INVESTORS WHO ARE WILLING  
AND ABLE TO EXERCISE DISCIPLINE  
AND PATIENCE, WE BELIEVE THE KELLY 
CRITERION STRATEGY SHOULD BE 
EXTREMELY REWARDING OVER TIME. 
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Visit allangray.com.au

Call us on 1300 604 604

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. There are risks involved with investing and the value of your 
investments may fall as well as rise. This article represents Allan Gray’s view at a point in time and may provide reasoning or rationale 
on why we bought or sold a particular security for the Allan Gray Australia Managed Funds or our clients. We may take the opposite 
view/position from that stated, as our view may change. This article constitutes general advice or information only and not personal 
financial product, tax, legal, or investment advice. It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation 
or individual needs of any particular person and may not be appropriate for you. Before deciding to acquire an interest in the Allan 
Gray Australia Managed Funds or before making any other investment decision, please read the relevant disclosure document available 
on this website. Target Market Determinations (TMDs) for the Allan Gray products can be found at allangray.com.au/PDS-TMD-
documents. Each TMD sets out who an investment in the relevant Allan Gray product might be appropriate for and the circumstances 
that trigger a review of the TMD. We have tried to ensure that the information here is accurate in all material respects, but cannot 
guarantee that it is. Equity Trustees Limited ABN 46 004 031 298, AFSL No. 240975 is the issuer of units in the Allan Gray Australia 
Managed Funds. 
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